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StockChartX is designed to help you make quick, easy, reliable financial decisions. StockChartX is optimized for speed,
reliability, simplicity and ease of use. StockChartX is the most reliable stock charting tool that can keep up with the power of

high-speed trading. StockChartX is the most stable and accurate charting component for developing and using dynamic charting
applications. StockChartX is not a pack of charting components. StockChartX is a system that allows you to make the best

charts for your needs. StockChartX includes a suite of charting components. StockChartX also includes many charting
components that are not included in the suite, such as 3D Candlesticks, Renko, Kagi, Three Line Break, Point & Figure,

Candlevolume, Technical Analysis and more! StockChartX comes with one of the most advanced charting technologies to date,
the Feature-Rich V.5 Component Package. StockChartX features a most versatile and flexible way to chart real-time stock data,
as well as many tools to help you develop rapidly. StockChartX enables you to chart multiple indices and quote data for multiple

symbols at the same time. StockChartX allows you to create charts using multiple components at the same time. StockChartX
allows you to create charts of multiple symbols with multiple charts using the same source data, on the same chart. StockChartX

allows you to embed custom indicator, such as Gann, MACD, RSI, CCI, Ichimoku, SMA, SMA, SMA, custom user defined
bitmap symbols, text, trend lines, custom drawings, overlay indicators (share scales), print charts. You can easily save charts as

images, save/load charts as binary files, convert charts to animated GIF, JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP, TIF, JPG, EMF files. You can
also draw nearly any line that you need. All the data is filtered, condensed, sorted and standardized. This lets you focus on

developing and refining your application, not on formatting the data. StockChartX is easy to use and learn, yet powerful enough
for the most experienced applications developer to use. StockChartX is the charting control that every financial professional can
use. Just imagine the endless possibilities! With StockChartX and Modulus Financial Engineering your power applications are

becoming a reality! StockChartX is the most reliable charting component that can keep up with the power of the most

StockChartX Free Download [2022-Latest]

Chart Studio Pro creates and manages your own custom advanced charting components. Use the mouse to create charting
solutions by dragging text, images, shapes, lines, and 3D cubes and rotate, expand, fill, paint, and move them. You can use the

code wizard to automatically write and generate complete, easy-to-use solutions. If you want to write your own solution, you can
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do that as well. If you need additional features, you can easily add them to your solution. With Chart Studio Pro, you can include
X, Y, and XY graph data in your component, customize its appearance and properties, and save and load your solution as a file

or as a database. StockChartX has advanced charting components for Microsoft Windows and for Excel. The charting
components for Microsoft Windows are designed to work directly with the charting engine in Excel. If the charting component
is linked to a spreadsheet, you can use Excel's native charting functionality to create charts. Chart Studio Pro includes many of

the StockChartX components from the DeskTop and Excel versions. These include Line, Column, Area, Candlesticks, and
many others. Chart Studio Pro also includes charting components for XLS and XLSX files. These include Candlestick,

Equivolume, and Darvas Boxes. Chart Studio Pro allows you to graph stocks, futures, and commodities. You can design custom
graph components. These include Candlestick, Equivolume, and Darvas Boxes. These components are very flexible, and can be
used as macros in your software application. For example, you can calculate the moving average of a stock. You can also create

a custom chart, and include it in your software. Chart Studio Pro is a mouse-based charting solution for Microsoft Windows.
You can create custom high quality charts using the mouse. You can apply more than 20 different chart types in your charting

solutions. Pricing: $250 for active license for 1 user. Use the Order Form link on my website to buy active and personal licenses.
Other versions of Chart Studio Pro: Chart Studio Pro (Activation Code) Chart Studio PRO (Activation Code) Chart Studio Pro
(Activation Code) Chart Studio Pro (Active) Chart Studio Pro (Active) Chart Studio PRO (Active) Chart Studio Pro (Desktops,

Excel, Active) Chart 09e8f5149f
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StockChartX is a powerful real-time charting control that includes flexible chart types, overlays, and indicators, easy to use,
multi-threaded and scaleable, robust, tested and proven. StockChartX is an ideal charting component for financial engineers,
technical analysts and any one who requires a real-time, full featured charting component. StockChartX provides a high
performance real-time charting component for C++, C#, VB.NET, Delphi 7, Borland C++ Builder, Excel, VB6 and.NET
developers. Features Include: * Easy to use and very simple interface * Real-time performance * Support for customizable
prices as an optional use * Easy to add a range of features like custom colors, plot area, grid lines, clickable legends, indicator
groups, custom stocks, etc. * Supports for bar, line, and column chart styles * Supports for over 20 chart types * Adding
financial indicators like MACD, Moving Average Convergence Divergence, stochastic, Bollinger Bands, Candlestick Patterns,
etc. * Adding any custom-looking indicator on top of the original charting * Ability to overlay custom charts and indicators to
the original chart * Support for fix-sized plots and variable plot sizes * Ability to move or resize the plots and indicators with
mouse clicks * Support for graph scaling * Ability to export chart images as JPGs * Support for saving charts as JPEG or BMP
images * Ability to save only the data part of chart images * Support for aligning the chart plots with respect to a specified X or
Y * Ability to print charts with the title * Ability to print charts with the custom plot area * Ability to print charts with the
custom plot area * Ability to print charts with the custom title * Ability to print charts with the custom title * Ability to print
charts in A4, legal, letter or ledger format * Ability to print charts in portrait or landscape mode * Ability to print charts in
portrait or landscape mode * Ability to plot price ranges for the chart types * Ability to plot price values * Support for changing
the tick marks format * Ability to add/remove indicators from the chart plot * Ability to display custom-looking indicators on
top of the chart plot * Ability to add stock data for the chart * Ability to plot equity, ADR, Stock, Commodity,

What's New In StockChartX?

Schedule Plugin: Do you want to be able to interact with other scheduling apps in a way that you can easily manipulate shares,
options, futures or forex to automatically place your trades when they are most favorable? If so, then you should try our
"Scheduling Plugin" for StockChartX. With this addon, you can communicate with one or more stock trading or broker systems
to monitor your open positions, consolidate your stock trades, participate in trades for your own account, and more! Updatable,
scalable, yet simple and intuitive to use, the Scheduling Plugin for StockChartX is what you need if you want to automate the
trading process and get more out of your time spent trading. NEW- Please try out the upcoming major version of StockChartX-
version 6! New Charting type: Swivel Charts. Make your decision to upgrade to StockChartX! If you've ever wanted to connect
with other brokerage systems or even a third-party accounting software application, this set of tools was created for you!
"Scheduling Plugin" is a unique solution to brokers and customers using different trading platforms or accounting software.
Commodity Trading is the application of advanced technical analysis as a means of increasing efficiency, facilitating the
manipulation of the market, and obtaining above average returns. StockChartX allows you to execute, create, and place trades
on the various Commodity Trading Platforms... allowing you to step into the shoes of the broker or "trader" who takes
advantage of short-term price movements to profit from the discrepancies between demand and supply... or simply to get a leg
up on the competition! This simple and easy to use tool allows you to connect with various Commodity Trading APIs to monitor
your account, place orders, and coordinate the buying and selling of commodities. StockChartX is an Add-on for the extremely
popular Windows software development and analysis tool, StockChartX (by Modulus Financial Engineering). StockChartX is
simple, easy to use, and flexible for both traders and programmers. StockChartX provides features that fit all types of trading,
from the most novice to the most experienced trader. StockChartX Features (Directly from the Windows Help Guide): =>
"Overlaid Charts" and chart toolbars for "Periodic" charting => "Swivel Charts" for "Relative Charts" => Work efficiently with
millions of financial data sets with StockChartX's unlimited
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System Requirements For StockChartX:

In order to run and play, your system must meet the minimum specifications. It is recommended that you use the latest stable
release. Please see the System Requirements to see which versions have been tested. The latest stable release is listed first and
the oldest stable release is listed last. The minimum system requirements are given for each stable version. For most Linux
distributions, the minimum system requirements for a full release are given. The requirements listed here are only for the latest
version available at the time of release. This is to account for the rapid development of Linux. If you do not know what
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